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HCL Optimus
HCL Optimus is an Analytics based Automation
platform enabling a Do-It-Yourself approach to
transform your Product Development Lifecycle.

How does HCL Optimus transform the development,
testing and sustenance process by leveraging analytics?

Start here!
INTEGRATE ALL YOUR TOOLS
FIRST
Harness the capability of your
existing tools
Start with integrating the tools
you already have such as HP
ALM, PLM,ENNOVIA etc. using
HCL's out-of-the-box connectors.

AUTOMATE AND TRANSFORM WITH HCL
OPTIMUS
Use HCL's analytics based solution to
automate and transform your processes
Address the gap in your overall process
automation through intelligent solutions
provided by HCL Optimus.It also provides
recommendations and insights using
machine learning.

AUTOMATE EVERYTHING BY DO-IT-YOURSELF
Automate your engineering and operational activities just by Drag-n-drop
Build use cases such as drawing comparisons, Rule-based document reviews,
Inserting bug automatically to JIRA etc. with minimal programming.

BROWSE READY-TO-USE ANALYTICS-BASED SOLUTIONS ON HCL OPTIMUS
STORE
Automate with HCL’s intelligent use cases with the click of a button
Transform your process by using analytics-based solutions which is an
amalgamation of HCL's decade old experience in testing and sustenance and
Artificial Intelligence.
e.g. Natural Language Processing (NLP) based PDF processing.

Why do you need
HCL Optimus?
 End-to-end automation
DevOps and Agile requires end-to-end automation in a
faster and reliable way. If the process needs to be seamless
different phases of the product life cycle needs to be
integrated seamlessly. HCL Optimus brings everything
together and acts as a glue.
 Intelligent insights and recommendations
Your data can tell a lot about your system. Use of analytics
will open up insights about your system which are not
superficial ensuring that you do not miss anything critical.
AI-based recommendation can aid human productivity.
 Automate your mundane task easily
With HCL Optimus you can build your own use cases with
a simple drag-n-drop with minimal programming so that
you can automate the mundane activities and focus on
things which matters.

HARNESS THE POWER
OF AI
Get Insights &
Recommendations
Make use of your data and get
the most out of it. HCL Optimus
analyses your test data, defect
data and other various data and
give you insights and
recommendation.

Key features of
HCL Optimus
 Out-of-box connectors
Connectors to leading third party tools required in a PDLC
 Do-it-yourself
Use HCL Optimus studio to just drag-n-drop elements to
build a automation cycle without any programming.
 Plug-n-play AI-based solutions from HCL
Use HCL’s set of solutions which are analytics driven that
are built utilising the AI and machine learning that gives
you insights and recommendations.

Key benefits
• Quicken go-to-market by 30% by integrating automation
across Product Life Cycle.
• Save upto 40% effort across test automation life cycle
through intelligent test suite optimization which prioritizes
and executes the most critical test cases using machine
learning.
• Reduce Mean time to resolve (MTTR) a defect by 10-20%
by finding duplicate and similar defects, intelligent root
cause analysis.
• Reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) by up to 30% by
saving bandwidth, productivity and through intelligent
monitoring and insights.
• Process structured documents and unstructed data like
Images, PDF etc across Product Engineering.

Hello there! I am an Ideapreneur. I believe that sustainable business outcomes are driven by relationships nurtured
through values like trust, transparency and flexibility. I respect the contract, but believe in going beyond through
collaboration, applied innovation and new generation partnership models that put your interest above everything else.
Right now 137,000 Ideapreneurs are in a Relationship Beyond the Contract™ with 500 customers in 44 countries.
How can I help you?

